
Creating Values with Water colors: 

 

 

Value A word used to describe the amount of light to 

dark visible to the eye. A value chart is used as a 

means of organizing strips of light to dark into a 

readable gradation diagram.   

 

Steps to creating Values: 

1) GRADIENT WASH may be used to create values. To do this 

a) Wet entire page with clean water 

b) Dip your 1” flat  brush into a solution of pigment and water. Make sure that wash 

is dark in value and has a lot of color mixed into  the water. 

c) Stoke brush across top of paper moving from left to right, then 

d) Dip brush into jar of clean water and repeat with a second stroke 

 of the brush  dragging across paper- making sure to paint this second  

stroke below first stroke of paint, then 

e) Dip brush in water once again and stroke left to right below  

f) previous stoke of paint, then Dip brush into water and repeat  

g) step”d” alternating between dipping brush into water and  

h) stroking across paper until the bottom edge  

 of paper is reached. 

 

What you will see is a piece of paper that has a wash that goes from dark (at top of page) 

to light at bottom of page. Gradient washes may be used over the entire water color  paper or in 

just a small area by starting with wetting just a small area of the page and painting a series of 

diluted strokes  across a small area. 

 

II) Creating A Value chart by painting layers one of another 

a) To begin draw a series of 6 one inch rectangles in a vertical column 

b) Label the bottom rectangle “Lightest value , is white of paper” and do not fill this 

area in with paint! 

c) In the five rectangles above the area you left empty- paint each area with a  diluted 

solution of paint and water. I recommend using the pthalo blue (winsor blue) for 

this exercise make the solution reasonably dark. 

d) Let dry. When dry paint the upper FOUR rectangles with the same solution of 

paint and let dry. Note: with each step do not repaint the bottom areas that were 

previously filled with color! 

e) Next paint the upper THREE rectangles with the same solution of paint and let dry. 

ex.: of 4  strokes painted 

top to bottom diluting color 

in between of painting each 

stoke  of the brush. 
 



f) Next paint the upper TWO rectangles and let dry 
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g) Next paint the TOP MOST RECTANLE with a final wash of the paint. 

 What you will now see is a series of 6 rectangles  each rectangle has a slightly darker 

value of paint. The bottom represents the highlights in a painting and will be the white of 

the paper and the top most area will be the absolute darkest rectangle and represent the 

shadows we create in a painting. 
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